
Sevenoaks Camera Club
Affiliated to

The Photographic Alliance of Great Britain through The Kent County Photographic 
Association

Minutes of the meeting of Sevenoaks Camera Club
Tuesday 29th March, 2016

Roger Leeʼs house

1. Apologies for absence  :  (Beverley Mason, Robin Daly, Trevor Coley, 
                                                 Lynda Atkinson, Roy Smart)
    Present  :  (Brian Tabor, Susan Wilkinson, Derek Medhurst, Roger Lee, 
                        Barbara Coleyshaw, Derek Griffin)
  
2. The minutes of the meeting on 13th January 2016 were approved unanimously 

and signed by Brian on behalf of Trevor.

    Matters for the record :  
a. The summer exhibition in the Library has been booked for 20th June to 11th July.  

Brian has taken over responsibility for the organisation of the exhibition, with Derek 
G and Lynda helping with publicity and Robin marshalling the prints, plus help from 
Pat, George and others.

b.  A vote was taken amongst committee members on whether to have a judge for 
    the exhibition, and the result was 9:2 in favour of having a judge.  Pat has booked  
    Paul Foley.
c. The Malling Battle of the prints was held on 23rd of February and Sevenoaks came 
    second to Parkwood out of eight clubs.
d. In the KCPA Diamond Jubilee PDI competition 36 clubs entered and we came 7th  
    equal.  Two members gained Merit Certificates, Marcus Rainbow for Klimt   
    Glimpsed and Peter Humphrey for Milky Way and the Large Magellanic Cloud.
e. Greta Gardner gave a personal tribute to Barry Harding at the Panel competition,  
    with a panel taken by a camera she bought from Barry.
f.  Derek M is in his 47th year as club member.

3.  Marcus Rainbow has agreed to be put forward as the new Treasurer.  
     Before an important appointment like this is suggested, it should be approved at a 
     committee meeting. SW will write to Marcus to ask him formally whether he is   
     prepared to be put forward for election as treasurer.
     (Done 30th March - a positive response was received from Marcus immediately.)
     No one has been approached to be auditor for next season.  
     Roger Lee offered to do it.

4.  Annual Exhibition matters :
•     The opening will be at 6.30pm on Thursday 23rd June.  The mayor has been  
       invited but the request has been put on a provisional list and will have to wait till   
       after local elections.  (It is on Thursday as this is the library late opening till 8pm.)
•     Take down day is 11th July.
•     The judge is Paul Foley but he has not yet been able to be contacted about 
       judging PDIs.  Barbara has tried to ring and now sent him an e-mail.  We need to 
       know whether he will judge PDIs, and if so what is the maximum number he  
       would consider judging?   He is identifying a winner, an Imagination winner and 



       several Highly Commendeds.
•      PDIs can be displayed on Saturdays using Derek M’s TV which takes an SD  
        card and can run a slide show (5 sec each per image).
•      Greta asked to have a panel in memory of Barry displayed, but this was turned   
        down as we will have insufficient room.  We are hoping to have a winning panel 
        to display a wider range of what the club does.  Mrs Harding could be asked 
        to submit a couple of Barry’s images (SW to talk to Greta.)
•     The committee agreed on a deadline of 25th April for both print and PDI entries     
        for the Exhibition.  This is the night of the Print Final. SW will check with Robin   
        before this is announced - His only doubt was whether he would be able to 
        transport the number of prints needed on 25th.
•      Brian will announce the submission date for prints and PDIs at the meeting 
        on 4th April, and by e-mail to members  (done 6th April).
•      Members will be allowed to enter four prints and four PDIs numbered in order of 
        preference.  All PDIs must be re-submitted to Derek G. even if they are from 
        previous competitions.
•      Entering both prints and PDIs will be charged £1.50 each if the PDIs are judged.  
        If the PDIs are not judged then they will be free and print entries will be charged 
        £2 each.  
•      SW will find the print entry form and adapt it for a PDI entry form as soon   
        as charges are known.  The forms should include a request for people to help 
        man the exhibition at weekends.  Brian will fill the manning rota starting on   
        4th April.
•      Derek M offered to help Derek G and Lynda with publicity and could also put the 
        PDIs on a background with a title.  Derek G can also do this quite easily.
•      Derek G. suggested a press release to local magazines by mid-end April as they 
        have long lead-in times.  He also suggested notifying Radio Kent, and although 
        there is no Sevenoaks website, Mumsnet or Streetlife reach a lot of people.
          
6. Club Finances 
a.  Roger has produced audited accounts for 2015-2016 which show over £4,000 in 
     the Bank.  Roger Lee will send this out by e-mail for the AGM and also have a few 
     copies available on the day.
     Essentially the Club costs £2500 per year to run.  We aim to have enough in the 
     Bank to run it for a year without income.  The only problem comes with bigger 
     expenditure like a new projector, which would cost around £3000.  (A replacement 
     laptop would cost around £350.)  
     The expenditure is broken down more, but over his tenure Roger has brought it 
     more under control, for example, by giving a limit for yearly expenditure on 
     presenters and judges of £600.
     Roger has brought in BACS payment for subscriptions.
     We need a replacement fund to be built up for equipment, but should aim to build 
     it up gradually so as to spread the cost over more than one generation of 
     members.
     He proposes a £3 subscription increase for this year, with the other rates 
     increased pro rata.
     This proposal was approved unanimously by the six committee members 
     present.

b.  Programme for next year
     Barbara agreed to include the Annual Dinner into the programme for next year.  
     for around April or May on a Saturday.  If no one signs up we will cancel it.
     Barbara was assured that the programme secretary is not responsible for any 



     Monotones arrangements, such as booking a Hall or reminding a speaker.

c.  Special Interest Groups
     We would love more action on Special Iterest Groups, but so far only the 
     Monotones has gone ahead thanks to Roy’s hard work and enthusiasm.
     
     There were concerns expressed at the last Club Night that the Monotones might 
     split the Club, and we agreed to try to incorporate Monotones events into the 
     calendar.

     Roger will make a statement at the AGM about SIGs.
     Before proposing the setting up of SIGs
What we need to do at the AGM to allow special interest groups to proceed.
  
c.  Matter for discussion : the possibility of having non-marked competitions as 
proposed by Derek M.
 
For the AGM, we need to have decided specific proposals to put to members.

7.  We need a subject for next year’s Theme competition - Could we decide it 
     before the new programme goes to print?

8.   A.O.B.
 Including Greta’s request for a mention of her trip to Marden Meadows in May 
 last year and her panel in memory of Barry Harding.


